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E XECUTIVE SUMMARY
and inclusive- Our work group believes that
ness and a
becoming a more diverse,
community
more inclusive community
of residents
that organizes should be a community-wide
goal.
to promote
inclusion from the grassroots level, all with a spirit of
humility and serving those who have existed on the
margins of our society.

As with many other communities, the people of
Monona have encountered and dealt with differences
among themselves in a multitude of ways, both negative and positive. As a result, those who live here hold
diverging views regarding to what degree Monona
feels like a true home.
Examination of U.S. Census data yields an interesting
and concerning picture of Monona in terms of racial
diversity. Dane County, like many regions of the United States, grew markedly more diverse between 2010
and 2020, even though it remains a predominantly
White area. Much of the increase was due to many
more individuals choosing to identify with more than
one race category. However, the growth of the proportion of residents who did not consider themselves to
be solely White in Monona lagged that of most other
Dane County municipalities, often by a wide margin.
The data point to the possibility that Monona could
increasingly stand out in the greater Madison area for
its lack of diversity. This is a concern because community diversity provides benefits, including a richer
cultural landscape, that is increasingly attractive to
families choosing where to live.

We think that community concern over racial inequities that was sharply heightened by the detention of
Mr. Keonte Furdge by Monona police in June 2020
still has a good deal of momentum. It will be important for city leaders and concerned citizens to sustain
their interest and commitment over the long run,
given that meaningful progress on the diversity and
equity front develops gradually and slowly. Making
diversity and equity priorities backed by a commitment of resources and working with a spirit of persistence and patience are vital.

Our Work Group Espouses These
Core Beliefs:

Our work group believes that becoming a more
diverse, more inclusive community should be a
community-wide goal. However, we acknowledge that
increased diversity can bring challenges since by definition it means including more differing perspectives,
interests, and needs. Handled intelligently and wisely,
these differences can make our community more
resilient and robust and enrich the quality of life that
can be enjoyed here. Monona needs to build the social
infrastructure to support diversity and inclusiveness
over the long run. By social infrastructure, we mean
government policies and practices that foster equity

a. Monona should strive to become a more racially
diverse city, and that the well-being and quality of life
of all Monona residents as well as the health and vitality of the city will increase as it becomes more diverse
and more inclusive.
b. Our community should ensure that Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) individuals and
families in Monona are able to speak on their own
behalf, freely and safely, in pursuit of their own interests as well as the interests of the community—recognizing that a community cannot be called inclusive
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unless it listens to and respects in full measure all the
groups of which it is comprised.

tomobile ownership when reviewing housing development proposals.

c. For Monona to become a more diverse, inclusive,
and equitable place in which to live, work, and play,
community leaders and community members in
general must become active partners in implementing
DEIB (Diversity, Equity, Inclusiveness, & Belonging)
initiatives.

10. Appoint a City Council member to serve on both
the Transit and Plan Commissions.

Work Group Recommendations

B. City Operations

11. Coordinate with the Monona Grove School District about housing developments that will require
school bus service.

1. Adopt an equity toolkit to guide leaders and staff
through considering the effect of decisions, plans, and
proposals on communities of color and underserved
populations.

Our work group offers recommendations in three
areas: Housing and transportation, because of these
policy issues’ centrality to neighborhood diversity;
city government operations; and community capacity
building.

2. Adopt a conflict reconciliation process to help break
through road blocks on policy issues with diversity
and equity implications. (Professor David Anderson
Hooker’s Transformational Community Conferencing
approach could be a model.)

A. Housing and Transportation

1. Strengthen the City’s policy commitment to increasing housing diversity and affordability.

3. Develop a cross-division communications strategy to keep diversity and equity initiatives front and
center.

2. Make Monona’s zoning code more inclusive.
3. Re-examine how we use our Tax Increment District
affordable housing extension funds.

4. Offer important City materials in Spanish.

4. Educate homeowners about the Madison Area
Community Land Trust as a way to support affordable
home ownership.

5. Incorporate diversity and equity objectives into
recruitment and employment processes.
6. Provide diversity and equity training for city government leaders, staff, and residents carrying out city
functions.

5. Educate home sellers about exploitative home buying practices that harm diversity.
6. Make the zoning code easier to understand, as more
and more municipalities are doing.

7. Create programs to incentivize BIPOC owned businesses.

7. Create an ad-hoc housing committee to identify
how Monona could diversify its housing stock.

8. Complete the park signage project regarding HoChunk history and culture.

8. Make it a priority to secure public transit to serve
affordable and senior housing developments.

9. Engage with the Monona Grove School District to
share information and identify opportunities for joint
initiatives.

9. Consider transit options that are alternatives to au4

4. Initiate a collaborative effort to sponsor a pop-up
program for BIPOC owned businesses.

10. Create a cultural, arts, and recreational planning
toolkit to help planners and organizes increase the
cultural diversity of events held here.

5. Support efforts to build cohesiveness with Monona’s
BIPOC population in order to strengthen the voice of
BIPOC residents.

C. Community Capacity Building
1. Plan a community-wide diversity and equity summit to be held two or three years from now that can
serve as a milestone for progress on diversity and
equity initiatives and enable Monona residents to explore divergent perspectives on race and equity issues.

Implementation Committee
The work group recommends the City Council establish an ad hoc implementation committee to prioritize
which recommendations to start with and conduct
further planning for those initiatives.

2. Build a network of community spaces that make
encountering educational and cultural opportunities
related to diversity and equity accessible in a variety of
ways across the community.
3. Establish a community-based arts and culture organization to encourage and sponsor culturally diverse
public art.
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REPOR T OF THE CIT Y OF MONONA’S AD HOC
WORK GROUP ON DIVER SIT Y AND EQUIT Y I SSUES
DEIB stands for diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging. Diversity refers to including people representing the full range of human differences. Equity refers
to assuring fair treatment, access and opportunities
by identifying and eliminating barriers that have
prevented full participation by some groups. Inclusion refers to creating an environment where all feel
welcomed, supported, and valued. In contrast to the
other terms, belonging specifically emphasizes the perspective or experience of those who have been marginalized or left out. Inclusion is validated only when
those who have been left out feel like they belong. As
a composite term, DEIB refers to values that drive an
organization’s commitment to ridding itself of the effects of and actions based on discrimination.

Introductory Notes
The Ad Hoc Work Group on Diversity and Equity
Issues (work group) was established by Common
Council Resolution 21-3-2470. The charge given to the
work group was to “determine a plan to ensure that
Monona makes a long-term commitment to racial and
social justice and equity both at city hall and in the
community at large.” Our work group deemed that it
was not feasible to address the full breadth of diversity
and equity concerns. Since the impetus for establishing the work group was a matter concerning race, the
work group decided to focus only on racial diversity
and equity. We note that there are many similarities in
how prejudice and discrimination operate across the
variety of groups that have historically been excluded
from full participation in our society, and that progress for any marginalized groups can facilitate progress for others. We hope that will be true in Monona.

The Case for Change
The City of Monona sits on ancestral Ho-Chunk
land within the larger region called Teejop, or “Four
Lakes,’’ referring to what most now call Lake Kegonsa,
Lake Waubesa, Lake Monona, and Lake Mendota.
Hundreds of generations of peoples fished, hunted,
cultivated food, and made the place along Lake Monona (or Ciihabokigackera) their home until the time of
forced removal in the 19th century. It is important
to begin a document such as this by acknowledging
that the shorelines, wetlands, lowlands, and uplands
on which the parks, neighborhoods, roads, schools,
government offices, and businesses of our little city on
the lake were built were not always “ours.” In doing so,
we point to one of Monona’s first stories of encountering difference. Long before the Arrowhead Drive
police call and the protests that followed the murders
of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor, our city has

This report is not heavy in acronyms and abbreviations, but it does rely on a couple.
BIPOC stands for Black, Indigenous, and People of
Color. It is synonymous with the older term, People
of Color, but calls attention to the singular depths of
violence, discrimination, and cultural erasure Black
and Indigenous people have been subjected to in the
history of this country. No label that is used to collectively refer to heterogeneous communities of Black,
Indigenous, Latino/Latina/Latinx, Asian American,
and Pacific Islander individuals is without deficiencies. But an umbrella term is necessary to have, and
we use BIPOC in this report.
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development in race demographics is the dramatic
increase in the number of people who identify themselves as multiracial. In the 2020 census, as before,
the vast majority of people chose only one category
when identifying their race. Even so, the proportion
of people who chose two or more races was 276%
higher in 2020 than it was in 2010. This was true in
Dane County as well as nationally. When we looked
at population diversity in Monona and other Dane
County communities, we decided to break populations into two groups of people:

encountered difference in both negative and positive
ways—via state sanctioned violence, blatant discrimination, and structural inequities on the one hand and
cross-cultural collaboration, community-minded
initiatives, and racial healing on the other.
All these stories are part of our city’s legacy whether
or not we acknowledge or know them. All have an impact on who among us feels included, seen, and valued
as we move through our day-to-day lives. Which of
these stories feels relevant to which Monona residents
is still, in 2022, largely based on race. As Monona
strives to fulfill the words of its diversity statement:
“to remove barriers to living, working, and thriving in
our city because we believe that diverse perspectives
make Monona a great place to visit and call home,”1
our work group asks readers to accommodate and respect stories of encountering difference and divergent
perspectives on how Monona may or may not feel like
a true home to those who live here now.

• “White-Alone”—the term used in census reports for those who identified with one race category,
White, and,
• “Not-White-Alone”—everyone else, meaning all
who selected a non-White category, including those
who made a multiracial selection that included White.
Such semi-arbitrary decisions are necessary when
working with census data. Our approach is the most
generous way to depict diversity in a population, but
that is secondary to the main point of having a con-

Contemporary population data tells an interesting
story about Monona. First, a short description of how
we used U.S. Census data2 is necessary. An important

Percent Growth of “Not-White-Alone” Population from 2010 to 2020

1 See http://www.mymonona.com/1510/Diversity-Equity-and-Inclusion-Efforts; also, at bottom of http://www.mymonona.
com
2 Census data accessed from U.S. Census Bureau’s Redistricting Data (PL 94-171) tables at https://data.census.gov/cedsci/
all?d=DEC%20Redistricting%20Data%20%28PL%2094-171%29
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other municipality in Dane County with a slower
Not-White-Alone growth rate than Monona’s was the
Village of Mazomanie, at 68.5 percent. Looking at the
county’s less populated areas for a moment, we see
that Monona’s Not-White-Alone growth rate was just
12 percentage points higher than the combined rate
of all of Dane County’s unincorporated areas (63.8%).
If this trend continues over the next decade, our city
may be significantly out of step with our peer municipalities. (Additional supporting data from the census
may be found in Appendix 1.)

sistent measurement with which to compare different
localities’ populations.
In 2020, Monona’s Not-White-Alone population was
11.4 percent of its total population (987 out of 8,264).
This is roughly on par with other Dane County
municipalities, with the exception of the cities of
Fitchburg, Middleton, Sun Prairie, and Madison.
These cities have significantly larger Not-White-Alone
populations.
The 2010-to-2020 increase in Monona’s Not-WhiteAlone population was 75.3 percent, a little higher than
the county’s growth rate for this group (69.3 percent).
However, among Madison area municipalities, Monona’s Not-White-Alone growth rate was the lowest,
except for Madison itself and Fitchburg. Madison
and Fitchburg started off the decennial census period
in 2010 with the highest shares of Not-White-Alone
population in the county—21.1 and 27.8 percent,
respectively, compared to Monona’s 7.5 percent. Those
cities’ groups probably could not be expected to grow
as fast.

Should we be concerned about Monona’s low BIPOC
growth rate relative to its peers? This work group is.
We believe that a diverse community is a strong community. Research indicates that community diversity
is associated with greater prosperity across a spectrum
of issues, including jobs, education, and health. A
richer cultural landscape is a benefit that we would
like to see added to our city’s many amenities.
Moreover, our experiences tell us that diversity and
inclusiveness are increasingly seen as important social
assets by residents and potential residents of our area
when they make choices about where to live. This
certainly includes the first-time home buyers, families,
and young professionals that the housing section of
Monona’s 2016 Comprehensive Plan3 says we hope to
attract. A lack of an intentional, coordinated effort to
build diversity and a climate of inclusion and belonging may leave us unable to realize the vigorous future
that we want for our community.

Just ahead of Monona in terms of Not-White-Alone
growth rate for municipalities bordering or almost
bordering Madison were the Village of Maple Bluff
(87.0 percent) and the Village of Cottage Grove (91.8

Should we be concerned about Monona’s
low BIPOC growth rate relative to its
peers? This work group is. We believe
that a diverse community is a strong
community. Research indicates that
community diversity is associated with
greater prosperity across a spectrum of
issues, including jobs, education, and
health.

Just as the lives of Monona residents are very much
connected with other communities in Dane County
and south-central Wisconsin, the effect of how Monona grows may extend beyond its boundaries. The
benefits of diversity are only realized when diversity is
accompanied by integration—when people from different groups mix regularly and live lives that are not
constrained by racially defined neighborhoods. Diversity that could be a source of vigor and innovation
in a community where positive group interactions

percent). Other example rates include the City of
Middleton’s 102.0 percent, the City of Sun Prairie’s
111.5 percent, and the Village of McFarland’s 113.3
percent. Aside from Fitchburg and Madison, the only

3 City of Monona Final 2016-2036 Comprehensive Plan, http://www.mymonona.com/560/2016-Comprehensive-Plan
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needs to do as building a social infrastructure to support diversity and inclusiveness over the long run.
This could be in the form of city government adopting
policies and practices that foster inclusive programming, policy development, and citizen participation. It
could take the form of residents organizing from the
grassroots level to create community-based networks
that actively promote inclusiveness. A good social
infrastructure should also mean that all who, through
their formal or informal positions of influence, can
help lead Monona in the direction of greater inclusiveness do so with humility—of empowering others in
the spirit of servant leadership. As Robert Greenleaf,
the creator of that concept, wrote:

can easily happen can burden a community where
segregation is the rule. In this light, if Monona were
to develop into a White enclave while many other
communities in Dane County continue to increase in
diversity, our community would be serving as a brake
on the progress of the region.
As much as we believe that Monona becoming a
more diverse, more inclusive community should be a
community-wide goal, we want to be clear-eyed about
what that will take. Diversity comes with different life
experiences and perspectives. Dr. Ryan Muldoon of
the University of Buffalo points out, “Diversity implies
differences—different wants, different needs, and different interests.”

“The best test, and difficult to administer, is: Do those
served grow as persons? Do they, while being served,
become healthier, wiser, freer, more autonomous,
more likely themselves to become servants [i.e., leaders in the servant leadership mold]?”6

Dr. Muldoon has written about how diversity
strengthens democratic societies by making them
more robust and adaptable.4 When harmonized, differences can enrich a community’s quality of life and
prosperity. But such positive outcomes are not automatic. When natural differences are not welcomed as
healthy inputs for a resilient community, diversity can
lead to diminished social trust and cohesiveness.

Diversity doesn’t just happen because of good intentions. And while real equity and inclusiveness depend
on there actually being diversity in the first place, they
don’t automatically come about because diversity exists. We need the appropriate social infrastructure to

Researchers at Indiana University concluded that
“good institutions” are necessary to maximize the
benefits of diversity and mitigate any costs.5 Those researchers were talking about political and legal institutions relevant to the comparisons they were making
at the national and state levels—for example, laws that
protected personal and property rights. But the idea of
“good institutions” appeals to us in a more informal
sense. It may be helpful to think of the work Monona

“The best test, and difficult to administer,
is: Do those served grow as persons? Do
they, while being served, become healthier,
wiser, freer, more autonomous, more
likely themselves to become servants [i.e.,
leaders in the servant leadership mold]?”6

4 Muldoon, R. 2018. “Diversity Isn’t What Divides Us. Division Is What Divides Us.” Knight Foundation. https://kf-siteproduction.s3.amazonaws.com/media_elements/files/000/000/189/original/Ryan_Muldoon_KnightFoundation.pdf (accessed 3 April 2022)
5 VanAlstine, Cox & Roden. 2015. “Cultural Diversity in the United States and Its Impact on Human Development.”
Journal of the Indiana Academy of the Social Sciences, Butler University. https://dighttps://www.google.com/aclk?sa=L&ai=DChcSEwjYybedlNb3AhWSisgKHYo7CH8YABA8GgJxdQ&ae=2&sig=AOD64_2pwS5T9E34zCCgkVTy7RXGBU7raA
&q&adurl&ved=2ahUKEwjBuaqdlNb3AhUokYkEHfrLC4YQ0Qx6BAgDEAEitalcommons.butler.edu/cgi/viewcontentcgi
?article=1027&context=jiass (accessed 3 April 2022)
6 Greenleaf, R. K. 1970. The servant as leader. Cambridge, Mass: Center for Applied Studies.
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is now. The sharp racial disparities that run deep in
our localities and our region have been well documented (for example, by the Wisconsin Council on
Children and Families’ Race to Equity report for Dane
County 7 and Colin Gordon’s Race in the Heartland
report8). But prior to the year 2020, communities
like ours that had very small populations of people
of color—which typically do not have an organized
voice—did not have to put their avowed beliefs in
equity and inclusion to the test. The unlawful detention at gunpoint by Monona police of Keonte Furdge
in June 2020 occurred as support for the Black Lives
Matter movement swelled following the disgraceful,
tragic killings of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and
Ahmaud Arbery. This ignited concerns among many
Monona citizens about whether our notions of being a
welcoming community were reality.

guide and sustain our community’s development
growth in the right direction.
This notion of good social infrastructure also pertains
to our community’s ability to handle disagreements
and conflict, which inevitably arise around issues of
diversity. As already mentioned, becoming a more
diverse community means becoming a community
where more perspectives and interests are represented
and honored. An inclusive community will encourage
new perspectives to be voiced and listened to, even if
discomfort and disagreement is a consequence. Not
all residents of Monona will share this work group’s
viewpoint that for its own good Monona needs to
become more diverse and inclusive. But by the very
creation of this work group, the City set the stage for
disagreements like this to become more prominent
in our community’s consciousness. This should be
seen as a healthy development, and our community
should develop the ability to work with disagreement
and conflict as a necessary step for breathing life into
Monona’s vision of itself as a welcoming place for all.

While the event that precipitated Monona’s introspection about race relations in our community took place
two years prior to the writing of this report, the urge
for ensuring Monona lives up to its promise of inclusiveness remains strong among many of our residents.
We believe it will be important for both city leader-

The time to take on the race equity challenges we face

7 Wisconsin Council on Children and Families. 2013. Race to Equity: A Baseline Report on the State of Racial Disparities
in Dane County. http://racetoequity.net/baseline-report-state-racial-disparities-dane-county/. (Accessed 10 March 2022)
8 Gordon, Colin. 2019. Race in the Heartland: Equity, Opportunity, and Public Policy in the Midwest. Iowa Policy Project, Policy Matters Ohio, COWS (Center On Wisconsin Strategy), and Economic Analysis and Research Network. https://
www.epi.org/publication/race-in-the-heartland/. (Accessed 10 March 2022)
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sive, and equitable place in which to live, work, and
play, community leaders and community members in
general must become active partners in implementing
DEIB initiatives.

ship and concerned citizens to find ways to sustain
their interest and commitment over the long run. We
should expect progress toward having a larger population of color that feels it fully belongs in Monona’s
civic life to develop slowly. First, conditions that
support the full acceptance of diverse groups must be
cultivated. Then, those conditions need to be stabilized and maintained so that they are seen as reliable
and trustworthy by groups who have not been fully
embraced before. This will require making diversity
and equity priorities that are backed by a commitment of resources. There is plenty of evidence to show
that change will not occur if diversity and equity are
secondary, intermittent concerns.

Doing nothing…creates cultures of fit rather than cultures of impact. — Deborah Plummer9

Background on the Work Group and its
Process
In May of 2021, the Monona Common Council approved Resolution No. 21-3-2470 committing the
city to create an Ad Hoc Work Group on Diversity
and Equity Issues “to determine a plan to ensure that
Monona makes a long-term commitment to racial and
social justice and equity both at city hall and in the
community at large.” The council took this action as
well as a number of other preceding and concurrent
steps in the wake of widespread concern and anger
over the June 2, 2020, police call on Arrowhead Drive
that resulted in the detention at gunpoint of Mr. Keonte Furdge.

We are confident Monona will see results if we have
the resolve to stick with the work needed to overcome
entrenched issues and make our city more inclusive.
As with working towards many other kinds of change,
persistence and patience—and more persistence—are
vital.

Core Beliefs

The City’s response to this event and to the heightened
awareness of racial inequities in the post George Floyd
era include:

These three core beliefs emerged from our discussions.
We believe:
• That Monona should strive to become a more racially diverse city, and that the well-being and quality of
life of all Monona residents as well as the health and
vitality of the city will increase as it becomes more
diverse and more inclusive.

a. Hiring the Nehemiah Center for Urban Leadership
Development to assist City staff and council members
to better understand the background and history of
DEI issues and build DEI awareness within the community as a whole,

• That our community should ensure that BIPOC individuals and families in Monona are able to speak on
their own behalf, freely and safely, in pursuit of their
own interests as well as the interests of the community—recognizing that a community cannot be called
inclusive unless it listens to and respects in full measure all the groups of which it is comprised.

b. Department heads and several council members
taking the Black History for a New Day class,
c. A focus on diversity within the police department
during a difficult hiring market that has resulted in
a new chief of police who is Black and two female officers,

• That for Monona to become a more diverse, inclu9 Plummer, Deborah L. 2021. “Leading in the Post-Floyd Era,” Medium.com, October 19, 2021. https://medium.com/ageof-awareness/leading-in-the-post-floyd-era-322d73469c12. (Accessed 2022-04-18)
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will serve to offer a collective remembrance of the
events of 9/11 and promote steps toward a more inclusive and peaceful world,

d. Funding law enforcement certification training for
the two female officers following a change in police
force recruitment policy to allow new officers to complete the required training after being hired,

j. A Common Council resolution10 repudiating racially restrictive covenants in property deeds.

e. A commitment by the Monona Library to antiracism programming, including a Community Read
program starting in May,
f. Approval of a significant workforce housing project
in 2021 and consideration by the Plan Commission of
two additional workforce housing proposals,

In the community, a handful of residents established
and are expanding the Monona Anti-Racism Circles
(ARC) program to foster community conversations
among White allies about race, inclusiveness, and
diversity in Monona.

g. The Community Development Authority’s consideration of modifying the Renew Monona Loan program to assist eligible first-generation home buyers in
support of reducing the wealth gap,

These activities all are assets for Monona’s growth into
a more diverse and inclusive community. Our work
group’s recommendations seek to expand and accelerate that process.

h. Potentially partnering with Madison Metro Transit
to expand transit access within Monona,

Eight work group members were appointed by Mayor
Mary O’Connor (originally nine, but one member had
to withdraw just as the group’s work began) following
an application process that was open to all community
members and to which many residents responded. We
represent a cross section of Monona residents, from
retired empty nesters to parents of young children. We
are White and BIPOC. Our professional backgrounds

i. Approval of the Vibrant Hydrants public art project
to be unveiled in September 2022, featuring BIPOC,
female or female identifying, LGBTQIA+, disabled
and/or veteran artists whose creative work has been
historically underrepresented. These colorful hydrants

10 Resolution 22-1-2529, passed by the Monona Common Council on January 19, 2022. http://www.mymonona.com/
DocumentCenter/View/11904/Resolution-22-1-2529-Repudiating-Racial-Covenants?bidId=.
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in Monona and managing conflict and discomfort
that can be expected to arise regarding diversity and
equity,

include education, health care, academia, business
owners, artists, non-profit organization, and a city
elected official. We have lived in Monona for times
ranging from seven to more than 65 years.

3. Arts and business culture—sponsoring activities
that showcase racial and ethnic diversity in the arts
and in business and,

Karen Reece and Harry Hawkins of The Nehemiah
Center for Urban Leadership Development helped
facilitate our discussions and provided advice. Former
City Administrator Bryan Gadow provided support
for meeting logistics and advice.

4. Strengthening BIPOC voices in community affairs.
The subgroups met outside of regular work group
meetings starting in January and through March to
write draft recommendations. The subgroups were
asked to try to keep their recommendations to a manageable number. The “City” subgroup came up with
the most recommendations and prioritized a subset as
the most significant, which are included in the body of
the report. Additional recommendations are listed in
Appendix 3.

Our work group held its introductory meeting on July
29, 2021, and after that for the most part met twice per
month. We met in person during 2021 and virtually
starting in January 2022, with the full arrival of the
omicron variant of COVID-19. Our original term was
to expire at the end of January 2022; we asked for and
received an extension through April 2022.
We spent our first several months engaged in wideranging discussions and brainstorming about the
problems we perceived that Monona faced with
respect to diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging.
These discussions served to familiarize ourselves with
the various perspectives we held—on topics such as
what racial equity would look like to us, what the core
problem we wanted to solve was, and who should be
involved in solving it—and to explore ways to organize the broad challenges of diversity and equity into
workable topics.

We want readers to know that this process was a challenge, one that we obviously volunteered for, but nonetheless a formidable one. Our work group was created
for a six-month period. This is a very short amount of
time, if one compares us to other groups, whether at
the local, state, or national level, that have been established to make recommendations related to diversity
and equity. The City Council granted us an additional
three months and was more than willing to do so.
We needed that time but also wanted to finish within
it because to go beyond it would have been a burden
on our volunteers. Our work group held its last meet-

Eventually we identified four topics around which we
formed subgroups to divide up the work of developing
recommendations. The topics were to make the work
more manageable, not necessarily to reflect a final
categorization of concerns. The topics were:

This sort of work is inherently messy.
The sprawling problems related to
race and diversity are so complex and
multi-dimensional, as well as so deeply
entrenched, as to make it very difficult
to develop realistic ideas about how to
untangle them, even for a group of people,
like ours, with like-minded values.

1. City—promoting diversity and equity through City
policies and practices,
2. Community–cultivating community attitudes that
enable BIPOC residents to feel like they truly belong
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not have considered. For a time, we considered conducting a community attitudinal survey or a series
of focus groups to gather input. But ultimately, we
concluded that the planning, the execution, the data
analysis, and the reporting associated with that kind
of activity would be a complicated and demanding
project all on its own. By then, we had spent a meeting and a half of work group time and an equivalent
amount of a special subgroup’s time thinking this
topic through—which just goes to show that for a job
like ours, straight-line progress is not to be expected
or possible.

ing on April 28, 2022. The task of writing this report
continued for several weeks in May.
This sort of work is inherently messy. The sprawling problems related to race and diversity are so
complex and multi-dimensional, as well as so deeply
entrenched, as to make it very difficult to develop
realistic ideas about how to untangle them, even for a
group of people, like ours, with like-minded values. It
took some time for us to settle into our role and get a
sense of what we could accomplish. We did not have
staff who could conduct research and provide analysis
of issues we were interested in, yet naturally we had
an appetite for knowing more than we already knew,
hearing from more people than we might have heard
from, learning about new perspectives that we might

We had the honor of hearing brief presentations from
some members of the community about related activities they were involved in and a presentation from our
Chief of Police, Bryan Chaney Austin. Also, two of
our work group members who served on the Monona
Grove School District’s Parent Equity Council shared
with us the results of an informal survey they conducted with that council’s members (see Appendix
2). We felt that any concerted attempt on our part
to gather and process public or expert input beyond
that would have taken a degree of effort that would
have made completing our work difficult. (We note
that the City had held a community listening session
facilitated by the Nehemiah Center on October 13,

We had the honor of hearing brief
presentations from some members of the
community about related activities they
were involved in and a presentation from
our Chief of Police, Bryan Chaney Austin.
Also, two of our work group members
who served on the Monona Grove School
District’s Parent Equity Council shared
with us the results of an informal survey
they conducted with that council’s
members.

11 Video recording available at https://youtu.be/LoZrCwgbH5Q
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2020,11 which provided useful input but was not well
attended.) And so, we proceeded to offer our thoughts
and recommendations simply as a collection of people
that the Mayor and City Council had selected based
on our interest, our diversity—which, it is safe to say,
was unmatched in terms of deliberative bodies created
by the City of Monona—and our lived experience. We
think this was consistent with what the City Council
intended.

create and maintain solidly White neighborhoods,
especially suburban neighborhoods.14 Being blocked
from getting in on the ground floor of home ownership in the post-war building boom meant that Black
people and other people of color fell generations behind in terms of having access to the principle means
for building wealth available to Americans. Now,
many are faced with trying to get on the homeownership path after home prices have increased far faster
than wages and inflation for many decades.

Recommendations

As a city, Monona has a suburban style, particularly in
terms of the predominance of detached, single-family
homes in its housing stock. This characteristic of
Monona is connected to issues of diversity and inclusion in important ways. (While Monona ranks in the
top half of Dane County cities in terms of the prevalence of detached, single-family homes,12 these issues
are by no means specific to our city.)

Like White residents, BIPOC residents of Monona
represent many different income levels. And BIPOC households that may be considering moving to
Monona may be of any income level. However, with
respect to housing, affordability has a large impact on
community diversity because the gap between White
and BIPOC household incomes remains wide. For
example, in 2015, 47.9 percent of White households in
Dane County had incomes that met or exceeded the
county median family income. For Black households,
that figure was only 16.4 percent, and for Hispanic
households, it was 17.3 percent.15

Housing diversity and racial diversity go together.
Using 2015–2019 American Community Survey data,
the Brookings Institution showed that neighborhoods
with a more racially mixed population tend to have
a more diverse mix of housing types. In contrast, a
higher prevalence of detached, single-family homes in
a neighborhood is associated with a lower proportion
of BIPOC residents.13 This is largely the intentional
result of exclusionary zoning and discriminatory real
estate and lending practices that were instituted to

While we recognize the development limitations
posed by Monona’s geographical confinement, we
feel strongly that Monona needs to address housing
affordability as a priority, both by enabling the development of a more diverse range of housing types for
both renters and buyers and helping to make home
purchasing more financially feasible to new and first
generation buyers. We urge the city to focus on addressing its housing challenges with diversity and equity foremost in mind. While we do not have special

A. Housing and Transportation Policy
recommendations

12 Paulsen, K. 2019. Dane County Housing Needs Assessment, 2019 Update, (Table 22, p. 32). Dane County Housing
Initiative. https://danehousing.countyofdane.com/documents/assessmentReport/2019/Dane-County-Housing-NeedsAssessment-2019.pdf. (Accessed May 5, 2022.)
13 Loh, Kim, and Vey. 2022. “Diverse Neighborhoods Are Made of Diverse Housing.” Brookings. https://www.brookings.
edu/blog/the-avenue/2022/02/08/diverse-neighborhoods-are-made-of-diverse-housing/. (Accessed May 5, 2022.)
14 A good summary with specific references to our area was provided in an interview with Prof. Kurt Paulsen, UW-Madison Dept. of Planning and Landscape Architecture. 2021. “Monona Housing Conversation with Professor Kurt Paulsen.”
https://youtu.be/AyUOZYiEJL0. (Accessed June 2021.)
15 Paulsen, K. 2019. See footnote 12. (Table 17, p. 26.)
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stimulate the creation of affordable housing. Under
state tax incremental financing law, a city may extend
the life of a TID by one year to generate funds it may
use for housing related purposes, 75 percent of which
are to benefit affordable housing. The City uses its TID
extension to fund the Renew Monona program. Renew Monona supports the goal of bringing Monona’s
relatively old stock of houses up to current standards
by offering low-cost home improvement loans to
home buyers or owners.

expertise in this complicated field, we offer the following recommendations.
1. The City should strengthen its policy commitment
to increasing housing diversity and affordability.
Monona’s planning documents seem unnecessarily
cautious when addressing these topics. For example,
the City’s 2016 Comprehensive Plan talks about “promoting” affordable homes to first-time home buyers
and “encouraging” development of a variety of housing
types. Of course, the City’s role in determining what
housing is provided is limited. Even so, there seems
to be no reason why the City could not state a goal of
increasing housing affordability and diversity in plain
and direct language. This would serve as a stronger
guide for the City’s own decision making and better
signal its priorities to developers.

a. The CDA should consider amending the requirements for the Renew Monona program to place
a greater emphasis on affordability for buyers and
to award preference points for first generation home
buyers. (We note that in April 2022, as this report was
being written, the CDA added “first-generation homebuyer” as an eligibility category for Renew Monona
loans. We are glad to see this addition. Still, we would
like the CDA to make first-generation home buyers a
preferential category. As currently written, there is no
advantage to applying to the program as a first-generation home buyer; there is only the added requirement
of having to sign an affidavit. The first-generation
home buyer category requires applicants also to be
first-time home buyers, so adding this new category
does not change the program.)

2. The Plan Commission should make Monona’s zoning code more inclusive. Two topics that should be
considered are reducing minimum lot sizes for singleor multi-family developments and allowing accessory
dwelling units. The latter could provide modest starter
homes or alternative rental options that could help
boost the supply of affordable housing.
3. The Community Development Authority (CDA)
should reexamine how it uses its Tax Incremental
District (TID) affordable housing extension funds to

b. It should consider using Renew Monona or other
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year were sold to corporations and out of state landlords who purchased with cash who, after the sale,
drastically increased rents and were inattentive landlords.

TID extension funds to leverage or amplify the impact of other public affordable housing programs and
private home buying assistance and wealth building
programs (for example, Own-It, created by One City
Schools, and Madison Roots).

6. The City should make the zoning code more accessible and easier to understand for laypeople, including
by using graphics to clarify the meaning of the written zoning laws as more jurisdictions are doing.

c. It should consider whether there are other ways
besides Renew Monona the TID extension funds
could be used to benefit affordable housing.

7. The City should create an ad hoc housing committee to research and identify policies and programs that
would enable Monona to diversify its housing stock
and address “missing middle” questions (that is, the
relative lack of options between large lot, detached,
single family homes and larger apartment complexes).
The committee also should provide education for the
community on historical housing practices that led to
our current situation and on current housing and land
use strategies that urban areas are using to provide
a wide range of housing in their communities. The
committee should identify collaborators like Common
Wealth Development, the Madison Area Community
Land Trust, and others to help implement recommendations it develops.

d. It should consider coupling a portion of the
funds with a new fund to stimulate BIPOC business
startups in Monona, for example by scoring applicants
who are both purchasing a home and starting a business in Monona higher in these programs.
4. The City should educate Monona homeowners
about the opportunity to support affordable housing
by selling their home to the Madison Area Community Land Trust. The Land Trust makes home
ownership possible for those who otherwise could
not afford it by selling only the structure to the buyer
while maintaining ownership of the land. This lowers
the purchase price for an income-eligible buyer and
enables the Land Trust to keep the property within its
program when the buyer eventually is ready to sell.

Easy access to public transportation plays an important role in determining whether housing is truly affordable. The City should make it a standard practice
to link transit and housing decisions.

5. The City should educate home sellers about exploitative home buying practices that negatively affect
diversity. To illustrate, 27% of homes in America last
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city leaders and staff through a process of analyzing
how a City action, plan, or other proposal would affect
communities of color and underserved populations.
There are equity toolkits in use in cities like Madison, Detroit, Seattle, and Portland OR, and several
policy organizations have developed model toolkits.
They take a variety of forms, for example, checklists,
templates, and strategy guides. The City should assess
different models and adopt one for its use.

8. The City should make it a priority to secure public
transit services to serve areas where affordable housing and senior housing developments exist.
9. The City should consider transit options that provide alternatives to automobile ownership in connection with housing development proposals. Requirements for providing parking, which is a costly
component of a development, could be reduced for
developments that are close to public transit.

A couple of model toolkits are:

10. The City should require a City Council member
to serve on both the Transit and Plan Commissions
to ensure a connection between housing and public
transit projects.

• Local and Regional Government Alliance on Race
and Equity, Racial Equity Toolkit: An Opportunity
to Operationalize Equity. https://www.racialequityalliance.org/re-sources/racial-equity-toolkit-opportunity-operationalize-equity/.

11. The City should coordinate with the school district
so that the district is aware of new housing developments that will require school bus service.

• Michigan Department of Civil Rights and Gerald R.
Ford School of Public Policy, University of Michigan,
Racial Equity Toolkit: A Road Map for Government,
Organizations and Communities. https://www.michigan.gov/documents/mdcr/Racial_Equity_Toolkit_revised_February_2021_717626_7.pdf

B. City Operations recommendations

Note: The work group discussed a fairly large number of
recommendations concerning city government operations. The ones that follow are the ones we considered
most important. We think the other recommendations
also have merit, and we have included them in Appendix 3.

Some toolkits in use by cities are:
• City of Madison Department of Civil Rights race
equity analysis tools. https://www.cityofmadison.com/
civil-rights/programs/racial-equity-social-jus-ticeinitiative/analysis-tools

We feel that several of these recommendations are
low-hanging fruit, that is, they could be implemented
quickly with great benefit, either because materials
needed for them have already been prepared or no
special preparation is needed. These items are marked
with a green apple icon.

• City of Portland OR Office of Equity and Human
Rights. Racial Equity Toolkit. https://www.portlandoregon.gov/oehr/71685

Incorporating DEIB objectives into City operations
will have a dual impact. It will make the conduct
of government more open and inclusive, and it will
stimulate residents and non-government entities to
also engage in equity and inclusion work.

• City of Seattle Race and Social Justice Initiative.
Racial Equity Toolkit—to Assess Policies, Initiatives,
Programs, and Budget Issues. https://www.seattle.gov/
Docu-ments/Departments/RSJI/RacialEquityToolkit_FINAL_August2012.pdf

1. City government equity toolkit. The City should
adopt and use a city government toolkit that guides

2. City policy conflict reconciliation. Naturally differing perspectives on DEIB issues can become unad-
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Conference idea presented in the Community Capacity Building section, and it also would provide useful
information for any number of diversity and equity
education and information efforts mounted by the
City or private groups.

dressed roadblocks that repeatedly stymie attempts
to make progress on an issue. To break through such
roadblocks, the City should employ a conflict reconciliation process for selected policy issues facing the
City Council or committees and commissions. Participation in the process should not be limited to council,
committee, and commission members; community
members should be included as well. Such a process
would encourage fuller and deeper exploration of
sources of division and of shared goals. We suggest
adapting Professor David Anderson Hooker’s Transformational Community Conferencing (TCC) approach as a promising method to use for this purpose.
More about Dr. Hooker and TCC can be found under
the Community-wide DEIB Summit recommendation
in Section C.

4. City materials in Spanish. The City should translate important city materials into Spanish and establish criteria for which materials should be translated.
The City should also consider closed-captioning
recordings of city meetings.
5. DEIB in City recruitment and employment practice. To build the capacity of the City of Monona’s
workforce to make DEIB values central to their work,
the City should incorporate DEIB objectives in its
recruitment and employment processes. For example,
the City could:

3. City DEIB communications strategy. The City
should develop a multi-pronged, cross-division communication strategy to help keep the City’s DEIB
initiatives front and center, to help residents find
educational resources on equity and anti-racism, and
to highlight multicultural aspects of Monona life.

a. Incorporate questions about DEIB experience,
training, and education into the recruiting processes
and make such experience a bona fide job qualification for staff positions and seats on city committees
and commissions. DEIB considerations should also
be included in screening processes for volunteers who
help city departments carry out their functions.

a. Key actors such as WVMO and Monona Community Media should work in coordination to develop
this strategy.

b. Include DEIB objectives in staff position descriptions and performance evaluation systems. For example, the State of Wisconsin has revised its employee
performance evaluation system to include seven core
competencies for all employees, including this one:
Equity and Inclusion: Fosters inclusive environments
where people feel safe, welcomed, and heard. Is sensitive to individual differences and cultivates a culture of
inclusivity where diversity is welcomed and celebrated.
Provides all individuals mutual respect and acceptance
without biases based on differences of any kind.16

b. The City’s Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Efforts
webpage should be further developed to aggregate information related to the above topics—e.g., a calendar
of cultural and historical events and holidays, DEIB
educational information, and updates on DEIB initiatives. Social media should also be used to convey this
information.
c. To gather baseline data about community attitudes, the City should consider carrying out a
community-wide attitudes survey and/or conduct a
series of focus groups. This could be specifically tied
to the community-wide Transformative Community

6. DEIB training for participants in city government.
Elected leaders, city staff, and residents serving on

16 State of Wisconsin Division of Personnel Management. “Core Competencies,” Section 462.060 of the Wisconsin Human Resources Handbook. Available at https://dpm.wi.gov/Pages/HR_Admin/WisconsinHrHandbook.aspx. (Accessed
on March 1, 2022.)
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for city contracts. This points system could also be
applied to women owned businesses and LGBTQIA+
owned businesses.

committees and commissions or as volunteers interacting with the public should be adept at recognizing
how the ways in which city functions are carried out
affect equity and inclusiveness. They should be able to
respond by developing or imple-menting policies and
programs that advance the goals of equity and inclusiveness. To help impart individuals who represent the
City with the necessary skills:

c. Scholarships could be provided to help BIPOC
owned businesses to join the Chamber of Commerce.
8. Complete the park signage project regarding
Ho-Chunk history and culture. The City should implement the complete signage package already developed with the Ho-Chunk Nation that informs visitors
about Ho-Chunk history and culture in Monona City
Parks situated on ancestral land. On a related note,
sites that may be burial mounds should be protected
or marked with educational signage until a definitive
determination can be made.

a. The City should continue DEIB training for
Monona government leaders and staff.
b. DEIB orientation modules should be developed
for residents serving on committees and commissions
and other City volunteers. Formal training opportunities should be extended to them as appropriate.

9. City and school district collaboration. The City
should engage the Monona Grove School District in
discussion to identify opportunities for joint DEIB
initiatives and to keep each other informed about
their own DEIB activities. Cross-representation on
these jurisdiction’s DEIB work groups or committees
should be explored.

c. As a condition of employment or providing
services on behalf of the City, all participants in city

The City should create a revolving
loan fund and a business startup grant
program for minority owned businesses.
It could consider using ARPA funds for
these purposes.

10. Cultural, arts, and recreation planning toolkit.
The City should create a cultural, arts, and recreation planning toolkit that helps planners of public
events increase the cultural diversity of events held in
our community. The toolkit would help expand our
knowledge of the cultural assets we have in Monona
that could provide enjoyment and edification for others. The toolkit would provide planning guidance,

government should be required to sign a pledge to
respect all to whom they provide city services, regardless of background.
7. Incentivize BIPOC owned businesses. An increased presence of successful minority owned businesses would add to Monona’s economic vitality, draw
more shoppers for goods and services to Monona, and
raise Monona’s appeal as a place to live. To encourage
the growth of BIPOC owned businesses:

The City should engage the Monona
Grove School District in discussion
to identify opportunities for joint
DEIB initiatives and to keep each
other informed about their own
DEIB activities.

a. The City should create a revolving loan fund and
a business startup grant program for minority owned
businesses. It could consider using ARPA funds for
these purposes.

including how to reach out to and involve BIPOC
communities, and a database of BIPOC businesses,
vendors, and cultural organizations who could be
approached when vendors and providers are being

b. The City should incorporate bonus points for BIPOC owned businesses into its system of scoring bids
20

son Hooker’s Transformative Community Conference19
process. This event would serve a couple of purposes.

sought for festivals and events. It could be used by
City staff, businesses working with the City to stage
City-sponsored events, and by planners and organizers staging privately hosted events.

First, positioning this event a little in the future would
establish a timeframe for and serve as a culmination
of initial stages of work on the recommendations of
this report. The pull of such an event would create a
sense of urgency and help motivate making progress.
The community could look forward to an opportunity
to collectively assess and celebrate work that has been
done.

The Cultural Planning Toolkit,17 created by a Canadian
partnership, provides an example of the breadth of
topics that such a tool kit could cover. A Boston area
metropolitan planning agency offers a collection of
case studies18 as well as tools for cultural planning
and creative place-making. Besides enriching the local cultural landscape, arts and culture planning can
improve public understanding of and participation in
government.

Second, the summit would provide an opportunity for
citizens of Monona to explore the disagreements and
conflict that naturally arise around issues of diversity
and equity and seek out the values and aspirations for
Monona that we have in common. All community
members would be welcome to participate. We would
expect participants with divergent views to gain a
deeper understanding of each other’s perspectives and
to identify the common ground on which Monona
can move forward with a sense of shared purpose.

C. Community Capacity Building
recommendations
A climate of inclusion cannot be created by government action alone. It must be rooted in the community itself. Monona residents and community groups
can powerfully affect how much BIPOC individuals
and families feel like they belong in our community
by directly engaging in equity work, whether in partnership with the City or strictly on a grassroots basis.
We have many talented and creative citizens in our
community who can offer ideas and leadership. Our
work group has multiple ideas to recommend. These
recommendations invite community members as well
as city government to step forward to provide energy
and leadership. Leadership by BIPOC residents and
groups would be especially prized and would have an
unmatched impact.

A date for such a summit should be established as
soon as possible.
Transformative Community Conferencing (TCC),
a dialogue process created by Dr. David Anderson
Hooker, is designed to enable communities to address
conflict and historical divisions in order to arrive at
an action agenda. Participants in this process identify and share the narratives or storylines that shape
their attitudes and positions. Using the new, mutual
understanding they have gained, they construct a
shared, positive narrative upon which they can build
an action plan. A profile of Dr. Hooker can be found at
https://kroc.nd.edu/news-events/news/david-a-hooker-

1. Community-wide DEIB summit. Two or three
years from now, Monona should hold a communitywide DEIB summit based on Professor David Ander-

17 2010 Legacies Now and Creative City Network of Canada. Cultural Planning Toolkit. https://www.saskculture.ca/content/grant_application_files/Cultural_Planning_Toolkit.pdf. (Accessed March 1, 2022.)
18 Arts & Planning Toolkit. Metropolitan Area Planning Council, Arts & Culture Department. https://artsandplanning.
mapc.org/case-study/. (Accessed May 5, 2022.)
19 Hooker, David Anderson. The Little Book of Transformative Community Conferencing: A Hopeful, Practical Approach to Dialogue. Good Books, 2016.
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on-narrative-and-reconciliation-changing-storieschanging-lives/. An informative, albeit long, video of
him presenting on TCC is at https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=y9mRSgUKOQQ. The questions about
the process asked by the host starting just before the
45-minute mark are germane to a situation like ours.

uity related content available at a level that makes encountering DEIB easy and natural. An effective effort
to create such spaces throughout Monona would need
to be fostered by outreach to potential participants
and a way for participants to stay connected with
each other. Interested individuals, equity trainers and
consultants, community groups, faith institutions,
library staff, and city staff involved in event planning
are some of the parties who could stimulate this work.

2. Building a network of community spaces addressing diversity and equity. We believe Monona’s
capacity to become a truly inclusive community could
be boosted by many different parties informally or
formally collaborating to create a network of spaces
where people can explore the cultural richness of
BIPOC communities and learn about historical developments that have prevented Black people and other
people of color from fully sharing in the opportunities
of our area. Through the combined efforts of citizens,
businesses, and government, such spaces, both public
and private, could be created throughout Monona so
that exploring diversity and equity is easy and normal. These spaces could be city facilities, businesses,
homes, block gatherings, etc.—anywhere people could
gather for presentations, demonstrations, classes,
training, study groups or book groups, or cultural or
historical displays and exhibits.

3. Community based arts and culture organization.
We encourage interested Monona residents to set up a
non-profit organization, which could be called Friends
of Monona Arts (FOMA), to help beautify Monona’s
visual landscape by encouraging and sponsoring culturally diverse public art. FOMA’s leadership should
have substantial, and ideally, majority, BIPOC representation. (A leadership committee that is 60 percent
BIPOC sounds right to us.) Such an effort could help
brand Monona as an artistic and art-loving city as
well as bring more cultural diversity to Mononan’s
everyday lives. FOMA could collaborate with the City
on these goals. Roles that FOMA could play include:
• Advise on art events, for example, exhibits and art
contests

This recommendation addresses both content and
coverage—making a wide variety of diversity and eq-

• Establish and administer an arts grant program
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Grove School District, has formed a BIPOC Affinity
Group with exactly this kind of community-building
in mind. The group is bringing BIPOC neighbors
together to share resources and ideas while also enjoying time with each other through food, music, and
games—all in service of cultivating a greater sense of
belonging for participants.

• Conduct an inventory of and make recommendations concerning Monona’s visual appearance, both in
terms of the built environment, like park signage,
building signage, and public art, and visual communications via branding and marketing materials,
community-based media, etc.
4. BIPOC businesses pop-up program. Through a
collaboration between the Monona East Side Business
Alliance, individual businesses, and the City, Monona
should launch a pop-up program for BIPOC owned
businesses utilizing empty buildings and storefronts
around the City as well as local event spaces. Such a
program would support existing and startup BIPOC
owned businesses and create a gateway to entrepreneurship.

What Comes Next
Working toward long term diversity, equity, inclusion,
and belonging takes time and careful attention to
community engagement and relationship building in
order for solutions to work as well as possible for the
entire community.
After this report is accepted, we suggest that the
Mayor and City Council establish an implementation committee as soon as possible. While the recommendations developed in this report came from
thoughtful deliberation, many of them need to be
further detailed before they can be implemented.
An implementation committee can prioritize which
recommendations to start with, develop timelines,
and analyze the fiscal commitment required. In many
cases, specifics regarding to whom work should be
assigned and timetables with benchmarks will need to
be worked out.

5. Encouragement for building cohesiveness within
Monona’s BIPOC population. We believe that for
Monona to become a community in which everyone
truly feels that they belong, BIPOC residents must be
able to advocate for themselves for fair treatment and
inclusion. Speaking up for one’s interests as a person
of color is difficult when such a small proportion of
the population is BIPOC. Those who step forward
are highly conspicuous and often acting alone. To
change this picture, we encourage BIPOC residents in
Monona to seek to build cohesiveness as a community
of color within the larger community. We strongly
support the idea of residents of color joining together
for mutual support, comfort, and strength. We are
pleased that a group of BIPOC residents of Monona
and Cottage Grove, with support from the Monona

This implementation committee should be comprised
of City staff, at least one alder, and BIPOC and other
community members. Some members of our ad hoc
work group may be interested in serving, and certainly work group members would be available for
consultation to provide continuity. We do not envision
this to be a permanent committee but recommend a
limited duration of one to three years to provide leadership in developing implementation plans.

We believe that for Monona to become a
community in which everyone truly feels
that they belong, BIPOC residents must
be able to advocate for themselves for fair
treatment and inclusion. Speaking up
for one’s interests as a person of color is
difficult when such a small proportion of
the population is BIPOC. Those who step
forward are highly conspicuous and often
acting alone.

The charge to this work group included making
recommendations concerning a permanent, standing committee on diversity and equity. Members of
this work group had different views on whether such
a committee is a good idea. Some felt that a stand23

attached to the city providing independent monitoring of progress on DEIB initiatives. This kind of group
might be more attractive to BIPOC participants and
anyone who might find the formal requirements of
City open meetings to inhibit deep and frank discussions on diversity and equity. However, there were
concerns about whether such a committee could
speak with enough authority to drive changes and
decisions, and the lack of organizational support from
the City could be a problem. It would be worth investigating whether models of outside advisory groups
such as this exist elsewhere in the country. Two potential local examples are Oregon Allies in Oregon WI,
and Monona In Motion.

ing committee was essential, while others doubted it
could be effective. Therefore, we do not have a specific
recommendation to make to the Council. However,
we do want to share the varied thoughts about this
idea that were expressed.
We wanted to ensure there is a mechanism for carrying this work forward and want the City to own
responsibility for making progress. One sentiment
was that a standing committee was essential to underscore the importance of this work. Also, having an
assigned staff, regular meetings, and accountability to
the council were seen as strengths. Others expressed
thoughts that focused on limitations. Ideally, the recommendations in this report will find their way into
standard operating procedures for city staff and committees. However, some work group members with
experience working in diversity and equity related
positions in predominantly White institutions have
found that joint ownership of the mission by other
parts of the institution is hard to come by. Where a
DEIB entity was in place, other staff and committees
tended to hand off DEIB issues to that entity rather
than developing the capacity to deal with them themselves. Another comment was that with a standing
diversity and equity committee there may be confusion about which group has decision making authority. For example, if the Transit Commission redesigns
access to public transportation but the DEIB committee finds the approach to the redesign exclusionary or
problematic, can it intervene? Or can it only intervene
if asked by the transit commission?

Another solution could be for the city to hire a diversity coordinator. This hire would serve as a liaison to
the community to ensure underrepresented communities have a voice in city government. One thing to
note is that some organizations with these positions
fail to build appropriate channels of authority and an
appropriate budget for them, undermining that person’s ability to succeed.
In the end, the work group did not arrive at any
conclusion regarding a formal diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging committee. The appointment of
a limited term implementation committee will allow
the City time to develop more experience and think
the question through. If City Council decides to
implement a permanent committee, the information
we have provided gives us much better guidance than
when the idea first surfaced last year.

Some group members noted that the City already has
many committees and that it can be challenging to
fill committee seats. One partial solution might be for
a DEIB committee to draw some of its membership
from existing city committees, if participants willing
to take on the extra time commitment could be found.
Sufficient BIPOC representation on the committee
could be a challenge.

We are in innovative territory. DEIB issues are complex and often elusive since they stem from a host of
factors, many having to do with people’s attitudes,
interest, and motivation. One thing is clear, the work
group wants to see diversity become a priority in the
City of Monona.

Some members of the work group offered the idea of
forming a community-based committee that is not
24

CONCLUSI ON
diversity has seen an increase. Monona’s racial diversity increased at a slower pace than other Madison area
municipalities, except for Madison itself and Fitchburg, which are much more diverse to begin with.
One could say that relative to the trend represented by
peer communities, Monona is becoming less racially
diverse. That may put us at a disadvantage in terms of
attracting young families and soon-to-be parents who
want to raise their families in social and educational
environments that reflect the increasing diversity of
our nation.

Monona is at a turning point. There has been no
shortage of examples of the violent extremes that can
culminate from the racial inequities that plague our
society: the killings of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor,
and Ahmaud Arbery in early 2020, anti-Asian violence based on pandemic related pretexts, new revelations about government supported efforts to forcibly
assimilate Native Americans and extinguish indigenous culture, continued violence against Hispanics/
Latinos, before and after the 2019 El Paso mass shooting, and now, a fresh, racist mass shooting in a Buffalo
supermarket. The fraught and defective police call on
Arrowhead Drive in June 2020 gave Monona residents
particular reason to turn introspective regarding the
danger of unaddressed questions of prejudice and
racism and probe our ingrained belief that we are a
welcoming community.

This feels like an important moment of possibility in
Monona’s long, historical arc that began with a village
emerging from farmland and summer homes situated
on ancestral Ho-Chunk land. That arc has swept us to
present-day Monona, which appealingly mixes urban
amenities with a leafy, gracious ambience, and toward
the future. The possibility is that we in Monona could
begin taking more deliberate and conscious steps to-

Monona, like most of Dane County, remains an overwhelmingly White community, even though racial
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on. Other recommendations are addressed to the
community at large and focus on grassroots initiatives. Some of these could be undertaken in partnership with city government, but we feel that direct
action by citizens will be as critical as government
efforts. Our recommendations also address the reality
that disagreement and conflict are natural components of any community’s coming to terms with diversity and equity issues. The social infrastructure we
seek for Monona would encompass both government
and citizen-based efforts and foster the communitywide emotional intelligence to use divergent perspectives to solve problems constructively.

ward making the values of diversity, equity, inclusion,
and belonging come alive in our neighborhoods. Our
community could work on acquiring the strength and
resilience that comes with cultural richness.
This work group has tried to provide direction for
Monona’s social and cultural growth. Not direct answers to how to eliminate racism, to be sure. But steps
Monona can take to gradually and persistently create

The social infrastructure we seek
for Monona would encompass both
government and citizen-based
efforts and foster the communitywide emotional intelligence to use
divergent perspectives to solve problems
constructively.

We residents of Monona have a golden but challenging opportunity in front of us. DEIB issues are complex and often elusive since they stem from a host of
factors, many having to do with people’s attitudes,
interest, and motivation. To take advantage of this
opportunity, residents and city leaders alike will
need to become active partners in carrying out DEIB
initiatives. We need to commit time and resources, be
humble and open minded, and stay in it for the long
haul.

community conditions that are inimical to the workings of prejudice and discrimination and assuring to
BIPOC individuals and families who live here or may
consider living here.
We believe that Monona must aim for both greater diversity and greater inclusiveness. Just as the health of
our city depends on the condition of its physical infrastructure, we should build a social infrastructure that
supports these two goals. Some of our recommendations point to actions that city government could take
to make sure its operations are inclusive. Housing and
transportation are two specific policy areas we touch
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Population Tables
White and Non-White Population Sizes and Growth in Monona and
Other Dane County Municipalities
Ad Hoc Work Group on Diversity and Equity Issues
April 1, 2022
The Census Bureau provides race data by the number
of race categories respondents selected. The race data
table first presents counts for each race category for
those who selected only one category, then counts for
each possible combination of two races for those who
selected two categories, then counts for each possible
combination of three for those who selected three, and
so on, all the way up to a count of those who selected
all six race categories.

Source of data: 2020 Decennial Census, Redistricting
Data (PL 94-171), at https://data.census.gov

Notes About Census Data and These
Charts
In the U.S. Census, race and Hispanic or Latino ethnicity are treated independently. There is a race question in which the choices are White, Black or African
American, American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian,
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander, and Some
Other Race. Respondents can select as many race
categories as apply to them. A separate question asks
residents to choose between Hispanic or Latino and
Not Hispanic or Latino. In keeping with this structure, this paper shows separate charts for race and for
Hispanic or Latino ethnicity, with one exception. The
last chart shows population growth for individual race
categories and the Hispanic or Latino ethnic category
side by side.

The number of respondents selecting more than one
race category increased dramatically in 2020 compared to 2010. Table 1 shows that in Dane County and
in Monona, the share of the population that is multiracial (two or more races), while still small, tripled in
size.

TABLE 1
Percentage of Respondents by Number of Race Categories Selected
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Overall Population
TABLE 2
2020 Total Population, Dane County and Select Municipalities
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FIGURE 1
Percent Growth in Overall Population, 2010 to 2020
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Race Data

The census calls individuals who selected only one
category and identified as “White-Alone.” We called
everyone else “Not-White-Alone.” For example,
someone who selected the single category of “Black or
African American” and someone who selected both
“White and Black or African American” both fall into
our category of “Not-White-Alone.”

Figure 2 shows counts of individuals who selected
only one race category and counts of those who selected more than one race category. When summarizing
census race data and making comparisons between
different localities, one must decide how to categorize
individuals who selected more than one category.

FIGURE 2
Not-White-Alone Percent of Population, 2020
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palities shown here, Monona had the slowest growth
of Non-White persons who selected just one race
category.

Figure 3 looks only at individuals who selected one
race category and leaves out all who selected two or
more categories. Among the Dane County munici-

FIGURE 3
Percent Growth of Single Race Non-Whites, 2010 to 2020
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made up 21 and 28 percent, respectively, of their total
population—already much higher than was the case
for other municipalities. (Monona’s 2010 Not-WhiteAlone group accounted for 7.5 percent of its total
population.) So, it is not surprising their Not-WhiteAlone groups did not grow as fast between 2010 and
2020.

In contrast, Figure 4 includes all individuals who
selected a non-White category regardless of how many
categories they selected—the Not-White-Alone group.
Monona is about at the same level of the county
overall in terms of growth of this group. The two municipalities in this chart that had lower growth rates
than Monona, the City of Madison and City of Fitchburg, had Not-White-Alone populations in 2010 that

FIGURE 4
Percent Growth of Not-White-Alone, 2010 to 2020

growth rate was the Village of Mazomanie (68.5 percent, not shown on the chart). Monona’s rate was 12
percentage points higher than the Non-White-Alone
growth rate for all of Dane County’s unincorporated
areas combined (63.8%).

The growth rate of Monona’s Not-White-Alone between 2010 and 2020, at 75.3 percent, was the lowest
among the displayed Madison area municipalities,
except for Fitchburg and Madison. The only other municipality in the county with a lower Not-White-Alone
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Hispanic or Latino Data
Monona seems like a fairly typical Dane County
municipality in terms of the proportional size and
growth of its Hispanic population.

FIGURE 5
Hispanic/Latino Percent of Population, 2020
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FIGURE 6
Percent Growth in Hispanic/Latino Population, 2010 to 2020

Growth by Non-White Race Categories
and Hispanic/Latino Ethnicity

simply to use the first Non-White category the Census
Bureau listed in the name of that grouping. So, for
instance, the Census Bureau has a grouping labeled
White; Black or African American; Asian. For this
chart, all individuals in that grouping were counted as
Black/African American.

The asterisks next to Hispanic and Latino in the chart
and table below is a reminder that this ethnic category is separate and distinct from the race categories.
Between one race category and another, there is no
overlap (no duplication). In contrast, the Hispanic
category and race categories do overlap.

Because in our region the counts for the Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander category are very
small, we combined those counts with Asian counts
in the combined category called Asian and Pacific
Islander.

To break down these counts by specific race, we had
to decide where to put individuals who selected more
than one Non-White race category. Our solution was
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FIGURE 7
Percent Growth, Race and Ethnic Groups, 2010 to 2020
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For reference, Table 3, below, shows 2020 population
sizes for the categories in Figure 7 on the previous
page.

TABLE 3
Population Sizes, 2020
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Questionnaire Responses from Members of the
Monona Grove Parent Equity Council
January 2022
ministrators, and lack of instructional leadership relative to identifying and using evidence based practices
in the classroom.

Question #1
In your personal opinion, what are the top
three obstacles to equitable opportunities and
outcomes for BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, People
of Color) individuals you serve or represent?)

-Need to continue to have more black teachers and
administrators in the school system. MGSD has done
a better job with this over the past 2 years, but our
teacher base is extremely white. Having black, Latino,
and Asian teachers would be amazing for our students
of all colors.

-The ability to walk or drive down the street without
being criminally profiled and the ability to be outside
or in a house without being accused of breaking in or
trespassing.

Question #2

-The achievement gap for children of color in the
Monona Grove School District.

Do you feel these challenges are currently
being addressed—whether by the parent equity
council or other groups or organizations? If
so, please provide examples and offer us your
opinion on how effective these efforts are.

-The ability to not fear the police because of the
systematic racist policies and procedures within the
criminal justice system.

-I hope with the hiring of the new Chief of Police in
Monona, this challenge is being addressed but I am
not certain.

-Racial bias of people in leadership positions (school,
police etc) and community at large
-Lack of representation in school curriculum

-Yes, this issue is being addressed by PEC and the District is taking steps to eradicate this challenge.

-Lack of representation in leadership roles ( teachers,
staff, community leaders)

-This will not happen until #1 challenge is achieved.

-Economic development for Minorities

-School staff training to recognize and combat racial
bias.

-Individual and community perceptions around race,
lack of cultural competence among teachers, staff, ad-
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-Formation of the equity council helps to bring a
more diverse viewpoint to the attention of leadership.

-School staff training in how to incorporate more
diverse representation into the curriculum. Police
training in nonviolent de-escalation methods.

-To some extent, the district attempts to ensure cultural competence and appears to provide some training relative to that dynamic.

-Minorities representation in Boards Committee
-More communication or events representing for minorities by the minorities

-I think we are doing our best to support district wide
efforts. But we could probably seek out an even better
alignment of our PEC goals to district goals.

-Ongoing community engagement and outreach centered around DEI
-This is a tricky one to answer off the top of my head,
but the challenges of creating a more diverse and equitable MGSD will be ongoing. Let’s determine what the
3-year goals are and create specific 1-year tasks and
projects to help achieve those markers.

Question #3
What actions or initiatives could Monona/
Cottage Grove undertake that would
significantly help you address your top
challenges? (Monona/Cottage Grove can refer to
city government, other local organizations, or
community residents.
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Additional City Operations Recommendations
Onboarding and supporting new members of
the council and city committees and commissions. To encourage new participants to serve on the

Limit committee and commission terms. To help
bring new points of view and culturally diverse perspectives to city deliberations, establish term limits for
committees and commissions. For example, members
could serve up to three consecutive terms and then be
required to step down for at least one before becoming
eligible for reinstatement.

City Council and city committees and commissions
and become effective in their new roles as quickly as
possible, the City should provide orientation and mentoring assistance. This kind of help would especially
help participants of color who likely would not enter
their new roles with the same kinds of support networks as others do.

Increase stipends for council members and the
mayor. To make serving on the council more realis-

tic for people of all income levels, raise the stipend for
council members. National League of Cities staff have
said this is one of the most effective ways to draw in
new voices and BIPOC candidates for office.

Chairpersons should be given the responsibility
of forming mentoring relationships between experienced and new members. Chairs could follow

up with mentees on a quarterly or more frequent basis
and complete a self-evaluation worksheet biannually.

Protect voting rights. Take every step possible to

The City should develop orientation materials
that give new members knowledge about how to
be an effective member of the bodies on which
they serve.

make voting accessible for all, including, for example,
shift workers and people with mobility challenges.
Work with the Dane County League of Women Voters
and other civic groups on voter education and outreach.

Have city leaders engage with communities of
color. City leaders should schedule regular engage-

Establish citywide wi-fi access through a municipal wireless network. Ensure public internet

access at all Monona public buildings and distribute
hot spots in high traffic areas.

ment sessions at locations that are comfortable to
BIPOC communities. City leaders should prioritize
developing relationships with these communities to
increase the likelihood that their voices will be included in the civic process.

Ensure access to parks and open spaces for all
groups in the community.

Engage youth in governing. To encourage young

Support removing restrictive deed covenants.

The persistence of racially exclusionary covenants in
property deeds, even though already acknowledged
as being illegal and unenforceable, still is a highly
offensive remnant of Jim Crow racism that should be
expunged. The City should build on Common Coun-

people in Monona, especially youth of color, to engage
in the responsibilities of city government while developing leadership skills, the City should collaborate
with the school district to establish a program modeled on the Dane County Youth Governance program.
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cil Resolution 21-1-2529 repudiating racial covenants
and advocate for the removal of these covenants from
deeds in the most complete manner possible. It should
actively support legislative and administrative efforts
at the state and county levels to enable this and promote to its residents any remedies for removing such
covenants from their deeds that become available.

a city or master plan, e.g., a section or chapter of the
plan is dedicated to arts, culture, heritage, etc. *Vertical integration: All stages throughout the organization
to allow for a better flow of information. *Integrate
horizontally across a city or master plan, e.g., each
division of local government considers arts, culture,
heritage, etc. as a resource to help achieve their goals.

Use city government spaces to display multicultural art and exhibits. To support a sense of belong-

Ensure clean water. To guarantee clean water is

available to all residents, the City Water Utility must
maintain wells, city feeder pipes (service lines) with
clean potable water for all areas of the city. Distribute
and explain results from water supply testing in an
easily understandable format.

ing for residents of color in Monona and to broaden
the City’s cultural landscape for all, make sure that
artwork, decorations, and displays in City Hall and
the library are multicultural.

Ensure access to good food. To ensure that neigh-

Provide scholarships for participating in cultural and recreational opportunities. Create a fund

borhoods with concentrations of residents of color
are not hampered by lack of access to fresh, wholesome food, the Plan Commission should be vigilant
that future development does not create food deserts.
Work with partnerships such as The Monona Farmers
Market to encourage BIPOC participation and access.
Ensure the restaurant permitting process does not
negatively affect BIPOC restaurateurs.

to support scholarships enabling BIPOC residents to
participate in groups and activities whose fees may be
an obstacle. Examples of such groups and activities
are Lake Monona Sailing Club and BCycle memberships.

Create a report on the State of DEIB in Monona.
To help keep a spotlight on DEIB issues and establish
some benchmarks for measuring progress, the city
should develop and periodically update a “State of
DEIB in Monona” report. The report could include
statistical indicators, provide baseline information
about community attitudes, and also relate stories
about positive developments in creating conditions
that enable POC to feel like they truly belong in our
community.

Add a section in the city comprehensive plan
that addresses arts and culture. The City should

add a cultural component of municipal or regional
general plans—Arts and/or heritage and/or culture are
integrated vertically* and horizontally* as one part of
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